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Animals have a right to the protection of man and a life of dignity.

To All Supporters,
Our fifth annual update comes at a time that finds us
all being challenged to find different ways of doing
what we do. It has been a year that though starting
with optimism, was influenced by global events
culminating in new challenges. Like most NGO’s our
resources have been stretched as we have tried to
maintain our level of support in a difficult
environment. An environment re-shaped by the
COVID-19 pandemic that has impacted not only our
physical means of reaching our beneficiaries but also
our income stream from benefactors and other
sources. We have met these challenges head-on and
are pleased to summarize here Animals 360’s
activities and accomplishments for the period
October 2019 through September 2020.

significance was the implementation of harsher
penalties for animal cruelty under the Summary
Offences Act. These penalties were revised from a
fine of TT$400 and two months imprisonment to a
fine of TT$100,000 and imprisonment of one year.
We now have to continue working with the
Commissioner of Police to ensure effective
enforcement.

Throughout the year we continued to develop our
three pillars upon which our programmes are
structured:
1. Legislation (Cruelty and Care)
2. Education (Animal Sensitivities)
3. Environment (Population Control / Spay and
Neuter)
Pillar 1 - LEGISLATION

After many years of lobbying Government for
improved legislation to protect our animals we are
pleased to have seen progress made this year. Of
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Initial steps were also taken toward establishing
legislation to support an effective animal welfare
environment. In August 2020, the Animal (Disease
and Importation) (Amendment) Bill 2019 was
passed. Though this Bill primarily addresses animal
health and animal diseases, it does introduce in Part
III Section 18A – 18L basic requirements for effective
legislation to support Animal Welfare. The Minister
of Agriculture has committed to advancing work on
Animal Welfare Standards under this Bill and we
eagerly await his actions. It is unfortunate however,
that up until now the Government has, at every turn
been reluctant to acknowledge or accept, or even
dismissed outright, private sector input. This is
unfortunate as neither Government nor private
sector can do it alone. It has literally taken decades
to get to this point. We hope that the Minister of
Agriculture will now stick to his word and is not going
to delay further.
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An important area that has not progressed is the
issue of “Stray Dog Control”. This falls under the
Ministry of Rural Development and Local
Government. Though a joint public-private sector
committee has been established, the Ministry has
been unable to sustain an agenda to move the
matter forward. This is simply unacceptable. We,
the private sector members of the committee
continue to correspond with the Minister with no
meaningful response. Our efforts however will
continue as we work toward influencing an
environment that facilitates the welfare of all human
and non-human animals.
Unfortunately, animal welfare is not high priority for
the Government and this attitude infiltrates
throughout the population, breeding a culture
without compassion and especially for animals.
Consequently, progress towards implementing
improved animal welfare legislation or even
enforcement of existing laws is slow and difficult.
The Animals 360 Foundation promotes a four-step
approach towards establishing an acceptable
environment for animal welfare:
1. Maintaining meaningful penalties for animal
cruelty in the relevant sections of the
Summary Offences Act until the Animal
(Diseases and Importation) (Amendment) Bill
2019 is readied to replace the Summary
Offences Act.
2. Complete the work on developing and
implementing the Animal Welfare Standards
in the Animal (Diseases and Importation)
(Amendment) Bill 2019 that will adequately
address both prevention of cruelty and
standards of care.
3. Implement effective “Stray Dog Control”.
4. Enactment of legislation that would protect
animals from the indiscriminate use of
fireworks. There can be no satisfactory
standard of animal welfare without
addressing the devastating impact of
fireworks on animals.
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Pillar 2 - EDUCATION
Animals 360 Foundation continues, through its
Animal Pride programme, to promote pride and
compassion in the care of animals. To complement
our work throughout the communities nationwide,
we developed an educational series for distribution
via print and electronic media. The series included
graphic edutorials addressing:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Stop Animal Cruelty – It’s A Crime (pg. 1)
Animal Welfare Is Everyone’s Business (pg. 2)
In Times Of A Natural Disaster (pg. 3)
Did You Know (pg. 3)
The Days Are Getting Hotter (pg. 4)
Pet’s Are Family Too (pg. 5)
Your Pet’s Welfare (pg. 5)
Your Pet’s Environment (pg. 6)

We endeavour through this series of edutorials to
motivate the conversation throughout communites
nationwide in order to influence animal wefare
sensitivities toward encouraging best practices. We
continue to use all avenues, be it the daily press,
social media or community visits to get the message
out to influence an environment of improved animal
welfare. Though our income deficit due to COVID-19
has impacted our ability to maintain a presence in
the daily press in these last few months, we have
stepped up our presence via electronic media and
continue to search for new avenues.
Pillar 3 – ENVIRONMENT
Our flagship project the Animal Pride spay and
neuter charity continues to reach communities
nationwide. Unfortunately, having our income flows
severely impacted by the global pandemic we had
to, during the second half of this reporting period,
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refocus on the critical cases of lower income earners.
Notwithstanding the challenges faced for the twelve
month period under review, 714 spay/neuter
surgeries were successfully achieved. This will
conservatively account for more than 6,000 less
stray and homeless animals roaming our
communities over the next year. There can be no
doubt as to the benefit that this programme has on
reducing the overpopulation of stray and homeless
animals and by extension, the suffering that our
stray and homeless animals are subjected to.

We were pleased that with the assistance of the
International Society for Animal Rights and Tourism
Trinidad, we were able to host our third FREE spay
and neuter clinic for the Maracas, Las Cuevas
communities in recognition of International
Homeless Animals Day. Abiding by all COVID-19
regulations including face masks, social distancing,
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sanitizing protocols for humans, animals and
equipment, we successfully spayed/neutered 52
animals over the two days - August 15th and 16th
2020.

We are grateful to Dr. Deonanan and his team for
their support at the Maracas / Las Cuevas Spay Clinic
and our network of veterinarians around the country
for their compassionate support to the stray,
homeless and rescued animals of our Nation. Our
programme could not be successful without their
participation.
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We acknowledge and salute for their humane and
compassionate give-back to the animals of our
Nation:
Acote Veterinary Clinic - Dr. Nicholas and Dr. Ali
PAWS Veterinary Services – Dr. Ramkhalawan
Vet Care Centre – Dr. Kalicharan
Santa Cruz Veterinary Clinic – Dr. Boodoo
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MOVING FORWARD
Our Foundation’s work in contributing to improved
animal welfare will continue through lobbying
Government for improved animal welfare legislation
(Our Pillar #1), Education (Our Pillar #2) and the
Environment (Our Pillar #3) which includes
programmes addressing spay and neuter,
population control, rescue and rehabilitation, etc.

Felicity Veterinary Services - Dr. Jairam
Piarco Vet Clinic - Dr. Lezama-Driscoll
PAWS, FINS AND FEATHERS VETERINARY SERVICES
- Dr. Sirju and Dr. Koongebeharry
IERE Pets of Arima - Drs Stewart / Dr. Alexander
Animalis Amator Veterinary Hospital Dr Ramharack
Dr. Shirelle Sammy

We are, since April 2020, experiencing a 50%+
reduction in income due to COVID-19. This will
dictate discipline in scaling back our activities and
refocusing our efforts as cost effectively as we can
on those activities that impact most. Assisting low
income families spay and neuter their pets will
remain our number one priority. This after all, is the
primary way that we will control the overpopulation
of stray and homeless animals. As we manoeuvre
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our way through the challenges before us, we will
continue to seek Government support as facilitator
of improved animal welfare including legislation and
stray dog control. This is required in order to
influence an acceptable standard of animal welfare
in Trinidad and Tobago. For too long the
Government has absolved themselves of any
responsibility for the welfare of our animals.
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To contribute to our Animal Pride spay and neuter
programme and help reduce the population of stray
and homeless animals and by extension animal
cruelty, you may deposit directly to our account at
Republic Bank – Animals 360 Foundation
Incorporated account # 5108 0027 3201 Or via the
PayPal link on our website www.animals360tt.com
or call, text or WhatsApp (868) 397 6309 or email
animals360tt@gmail.com
Contribute $500 to spay one dog or cat and for each
one that you sponsor, you potentially reduce 512
stray, homeless and suffering animals over three
years. For less than one dollar per animal YOU WILL
MAKE A DIFFERENCE.

The costs associated with animal welfare whether it
is rescue, sheltering, homing, spaying or other
medical care are high and it requires a dedicated
team of compassionate citizens supporting the
effort both physically and financially. Your support
motivates us to do even better and reach more
animals. We acknowledge and thank all of our
donors, volunteers, supporters and veterinarians.

Thank you.
Animals 360 Foundation Incorporated
Trinidad and Tobago
October 2020

YOU HAVE MADE A DIFFERENCE.
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